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ABSTRACT
The High Stability Engine Control (HISTEC) Program, managed and funded by the NASA Lewis Research Center, is a cooperative effort between NASA and Pratt & Whitney (P&W). The program objective is to develop and flight demonstrate an advanced high-stability integrated engine control system that uses real-time, measurement-based estimation of inlet pressure distortion to enhance engine stability. Flight testing was performed using the NASA Advanced Controls Technologies for Integrated Vehicles (ACTIVE) F-15 aircraft at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center. The flight test configuration, details of the research objectives, and the flight test matrix to achieve those objectives are presented. Flight test results are discussed that show the design approach can accurately estimate distortion and perform real-time control actions for engine accommodation.

INTRODUCTION
Future commercial and military aircraft turbine engines must successfully accommodate expected increased levels of steady-state and dynamic inlet distortion. Advanced tactical aircraft are likely to use low observable inlets and possibly, thrust vectoring for enhanced aircraft maneuverability. As a result, engines will probably experience higher levels of distortion than currently encountered in operational aircraft. Also, the mixed-compression inlets needed for the High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) are likely to encounter disturbances similar to those seen by tactical aircraft, in addition to planar pulse, inlet buzz, and high distortion levels at low flight speed and off-design operation.

In conjunction with accommodating increased levels of distortion, Pratt & Whitney (P&W) has been pursuing controls research to help reduce compression system design stall margin requirements from current levels. The reduced margin requirements could be traded off during engine design for increased engine performance and decreased weight. Some of this research has been demonstrated through engine testing on Joint Technology Demonstrator Engines (JTDE) under Department of Defense sponsorship. Studies conducted under P&W Independent Research & Development (IR&D) showed potential benefit for inflight sensing of inlet distortion to enhance engine stability management, resulting in further improvements in engine performance.

The High Stability Engine Control (HISTEC) Program, managed and funded by NASA Lewis Research Center, is a cooperative effort between NASA and P&W. Flight testing was accomplished by the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center on a highly modified F-15 aircraft provided by the U.S. Air Force. Boeing St. Louis supported HISTEC integration on the F-15 flight test aircraft. The primary objective of the program is to develop and flight demonstrate an advanced high-stability integrated engine control system that uses real-time, measurement-based estimation of inlet pressure distortion to enhance engine stability. A secondary objective is to enhance the inflight dynamic distortion database. The three-phase HISTEC Program was initiated in 1993: Phase I — Algorithm Development; Phase II — Concept Validation and System Development; Phase III — Engine Test and Flight Demonstration.

After the distortion estimation algorithms were developed in Phase I, system verification using detailed simulations was conducted in a software environment. The system modeled included the distortion estimation system (DES) algorithms, dynamic inlet pressure inputs, ACTIVE F-15 flight control bus, and F100-PW-229 engine with HISTEC stability management control. Test points included planned flight conditions over the HISTEC flight envelope. The model was modified in the latter part of Phase II to include the flight hardware integrated with a real-time simulation of the engine at P&W, and at Boeing St. Louis.

Flight test was accomplished on the NASA ACTIVE F-15 aircraft. Prior to flight test, P&W conducted two ground engine tests to further prove out the
system. This extensive checkout of the HISTEC system was instrumental in the successful flight test at NASA Dryden during the summer of 1997.

**HISTEC APPROACH**

The HISTEC concept quantifies inlet distortion characteristics and their impact on compression system stability through the DES. The DES uses six inputs of high response static pressure measurements near the fan face at six locations, five outer diameter (OD) and one inner diameter (ID). The HISTEC implementation adjusts the engine operating point based on distortion inputs from the DES to maintain sufficient stall margin through stability management control (SMC) logic.

The HISTEC approach to meet the high stability engine control requirements is illustrated in Figure 1. Pratt & Whitney developed a practical implementation for sensing inlet pressure distortion and a unique algorithm concept for determining distortion pattern characteristics and intensities based on inlet measurements. The DES is used in conjunction with advanced SMC algorithms designed for the F100-PW-229 improved digital electronic engine control (IDEEC). High-response pressure measurements at the engine face are used as inputs to the DES to classify the inlet distortion pattern and debit the stall line through the use of sensitivities derived in the frequency domain. The primary outputs of the DES are trims, representing fan and compressor stall line losses, that are sent to the IDEEC as inputs to the onboard stability audit.

To improve response to rapid aircraft maneuvers in a timely fashion, the DES incorporates angle-of-attack ($\alpha$) and angle-of-sideslip ($\beta$) predictor algorithms supplied by Boeing St. Louis. The predictor algorithms use aircraft flight control inputs to account for the half-second delay in executing the DES algorithm.

**Distortion Estimation System Concept**

In Phases I and IIA of the HISTEC Program, P&W developed a real-time distortion estimation algorithm following the basic concepts of traditional stability audit methodology as represented in Society of Automotive Engineers Aerospace Recommended Practice (SAE ARP) 1420 *Gas Turbine Engine Inlet Flow Distortion Guidelines.* This methodology consists of standards for measurement, pattern classification, and computation of stability debits (Figure 2). This methodology depends on a key assumption — the superposition of individual circumferential, radial, and planar dynamic distortion stability debits.

The basic structure of the algorithm is consistent with traditional inlet distortion analysis methodology (Figure 3). The instantaneous total pressure pattern derived from inlet pressure sensors is categorized according to three descriptors: circumferential and radial descriptors similar to ARP 1420, and a planar dynamic descriptor (described in SAE Aerospace Resource Document [ARD] 50026 *A Current Assessment of Planar Waves*). The circumferential descriptor is obtained by spatial discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the OD measurements. Only circumferential Modes 1 and 2 are calculated for the ACTIVE F-15 implementa-
tion. The temporal Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the DFT circumferential components yields circumferential dynamic distortion intensity. The radial and planar distortion intensities and the instantaneous average pressure at the engine inlet plane are similarly calculated, using a discrete sine transform (DST) of the mean of the OD and ID measurements. Only radial Modes 1 and 3 are calculated for the ACTIVE F-15 implementation. Fourier analysis is an efficient means of implementing ARP 1420 methodology and lends itself to digital signal processing techniques. The impact on fan and compressor stall pressure ratio from inlet distortion is determined by applying frequency-dependent sensitivities to dynamic distortion components. These are defined using a two-dimensional stability model similar to those described in References 7 and 8. Note that
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compressor inlet distortion is not directly measured by the DES. It is determined by applying a fan distortion transfer function to the inlet distortion components.

Because of computational delays and the limited response of the engine and control with this particular configuration, dynamic compensation must be applied to fan and compressor limit trims to accommodate rapid aircraft maneuvers. Transient lead functions are based on predicted (approximately 0.5 second lead time) values of $\alpha$ and $\beta$.

Stability Management Control

The HISTEC SMC algorithms were successfully implemented into a production F100-PW-229 engine control that met requirements for integration with the ACTIVE F-15 aircraft. The SMC algorithms consisted of an onboard real-time stability audit for the fan and compressor that quantifies all destabilizing effects on stall margin, including the effects of inlet distortion determined by the DES. The SMC algorithms dynamically adjust the fan and compressor operating lines (oplines) in response to changes in instantaneous stall margin remaining from the audit.

Real-time stability audits implemented for HISTEC are based on stability audit methodology used for all P&W commercial and military engines. The methodology considers all destabilizing influences for the compression system including random variations. The HISTEC stability audit algorithms provide the same type of stability evaluation in real time as is traditionally performed off-line. Some inputs to the off-line stability audit include additional measurements from engine development instrumentation not available to the IDEEC. These additional data are calculated by the IDEEC.

Because the F100-PW-229 engine is designed with enough stall margin to accommodate the worst stability threats anywhere in the F-15 operational flight envelope over the life of the engine, a means was devised for HISTEC to demonstrate the actions of the SMC algorithms. The objective was to functionally demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithms in an aggressive but safe manner, and with a production-like implementation. This was accomplished by incorporating a simulated stability audit limit that allowed HISTEC to operate away from the actual engine stall line, yet permitted variable engine operating margins. This simulated audit limit represents the stability limit of a fan or compressor component with reduced design stall margin. The flexibility of the digital engine control allowed the simulated stability limit, referred to as the technology bias, to be readily changed between flights as desired. All compression system destabilizing influences, including the inlet distortion effects from the DES, are debited from the simulated stability limit to arrive at the stall margin remaining used by the SMC.

FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

The flight test program was designed to methodically evaluate the HISTEC approach to high stability engine control and to provide a significant amount of high-quality inflight dynamic inlet distortion data. Together, P&W, NASA Lewis, and NASA Dryden defined a comprehensive test matrix that included 106 flight test points. Figure 4 shows the HISTEC flight envelope and flight conditions, which included steady

![Figure 4. HISTEC Flight Envelope](image-url)
flight and aggressive maneuvers up to the aircraft $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $g$ limits. NASA and P&W established success criteria for HISTEC DES accuracy at specific flight conditions. The HISTEC goal was to provide a real-time estimate of stall margin loss (SML) due to inlet distortion to within $\pm 2.5$ percent of the SML calculated off-line using extensive inlet research instrumentation and ARP 1420 methodology.

The HISTEC flight test matrix was accomplished in two parts. Part 1 of the flight test included an extensive matrix of test points to obtain the distortion database and determine the ability of the DES to accurately estimate SML due to inlet distortion. Although the SMC laws within the engine control were executed for evaluation purposes, the control did not send trim data to the engine for stability accommodation during Part 1. This is referred to as open-loop operation. At the conclusion of Part 1, flight test data analysis was performed to determine the need to fine-tune the HISTEC algorithms prior to proceeding with Part 2 of flight test. Part 2 of the HISTEC flight test program focused on closed-loop operation where the control modified engine operation to maintain engine stability based on inputs from the DES.

Flight Test Configuration

The HISTEC flight tests were conducted at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center at Edwards Air Force Base, California on the NASA ACTIVE F-15 aircraft (Figure 5). Although the aircraft was equipped with thrust vectoring nozzles, they were not used during HISTEC testing due to data bus constraints in accommodating the HISTEC control hardware.

The HISTEC instrumented inlet case is a modified production F100-PW-229 inlet case that incorporates HISTEC-specific instrumentation. The HISTEC DES receives six high response static pressure inputs: five outer diameter (OD) pressure measurements and the (electrical) average of five inner diameter (ID) pressure measurements. Static pressure taps are located between struts on the OD and ID inlet case shrouds (Figure 6).

To evaluate the DES and augment the distortion database, a full complement of research instrumentation (for reference only) was installed in the engine inlet case. An array of 35 high-response total pressure sensors was installed in the leading edges (LEs) of the inlet struts. The strut LE pressure sensors are located on 7 inlet case struts, 5 sensors per strut, distributed radially on each strut by equal flowpath area. A total temperature sensor, used for temperature compensation, was installed approximately mid-span on each instrumented inlet strut LE. Nine additional OD pressure sensors (five adjacent to the DES sensors for data recording) were added for a more complete circumferential mapping of inlet profiles.
The DES algorithms were incorporated in a high-speed processor that calculated real-time distortion characteristics and intensities from the inlet pressure measurements. For HISTEC, the DES computer (Figure 7) was aircraft-mounted and communicated with the engine control through the aircraft flight control 1553 data communications bus. To accommodate the existing bus architecture, the DES was installed in place of Channel B of the Vehicle Management System Computer (VMSC). This required additional software in the DES to emulate the VMSC Channel B to prevent wrap-around failures with the aircraft flight control. Modifications to the bus architecture are shown in Figure 8.

**FLIGHT TEST RESULTS**

The HISTEC flight test instrumentation performed exceptionally well during the flight test. All high-response pressure transducers were checked for drift during testing. This was accomplished through a pre-flight engine-off data point taken at the beginning of each day of testing. This information was then compared to an independent atmospheric pressure measurement, with the difference (psi) applied to the transducer for the remainder of the day. The difference, known as the ambient offset, was plotted versus test day and fit with a linear least squares curve fit. The slope of the linear fit is a measure of transducer drift. The slope was always small compared to the standard error of the data indicating that system uncertainty masked any transducer drift that may have occurred. Table 1 shows the slope and standard error (psi) for the transducers with the largest drift, least drift and the transducer that fell in the middle. In the table, transducers with a PTIGV header were the high-response total pressure type, located in the fan inlet guide vane strut while PSW20 was one of the high-response wall static transducers.

Each day, there was also a pressure calibration data point taken at 20,000 ft, 0.6 Mach (20K/0.6), straight and level at full power. All total pressure transducers were repeatable to within 2.5 percent while all static pressure transducers were repeatable to within 5 percent.

Stall margin loss from HISTEC was compared to that calculated using ARP 1420 methodology for all specified audit points (Figure 9). ARP 1420 is the current industry standard and is used as the baseline for comparative purposes. There is no direct comparison...
between ARP 1420 and the modal DES distortion indices, therefore, only the final SML numbers are compared.

In Figure 9, the SML difference shown is the percent difference between the DES estimate and the ARP1420 estimate. The maximum difference in SML estimates between the HISTEC DES algorithm and the ARP 1420 analysis is within the success criteria of 2.5 percent set prior to flight test. The DES SML estimates are slightly higher than ARP 1420 for all but the 5K/0.3 case.

For aircraft maneuvers, the DES estimates of stall margin also compare favorably with ARP 1420 methodology estimates. Figure 10 shows a comparison for various angles-of-attack up to 25 deg. at 20K/0.6. These conditions were achieved by windup turns and Split-S maneuvers.

For qualitative comparison purposes, inlet total pressure surfaces were constructed for circumferential Modes 1 and 2 and radial Modes 1 and 3, using both the research instrumentation and DES pressure measurements. Typical surfaces, generated aft looking forward, are shown in Figure 11.

As seen in Figure 11, there is excellent agreement between the two surfaces. The relative distortion levels, represented by the surface shading, are very similar. Figure 11a is at low airflow relative to the others and shows the effect of airflow on distortion. Notice that both radial and circumferential distortion are shown in the DES surface. The DES surface shows slightly more radial distortion than that generated using the research instrumentation. The extent of the circumferential distortion is less in the DES surface compared to the research surface. The circumferential distortion is rotated slightly in the DES surface relative to the research surface. This is due to the DES static pressure transducers being located in a slightly different axial plane than the research instrumentation.

Flight data analysis has confirmed that HISTEC can measure and compensate for inlet pressure distortion in flight using only static pressure measurements. Figure 12 illustrates HISTEC operation for an $\alpha$ sweep to 28 degrees. For this case, a simulated audit limit of 7 percent was incorporated into the SMC to force control action to downmatch the engine to accommodate high levels of inlet distortion. For the $\alpha$ sweep shown, the trim on fan stall pressure ratio is a result of measured inlet pressure distortion while engine stability is accommodated via the SMC for that distortion, illustrated by the lower engine pressure ratio commanded by HISTEC (lower right hand graphic in Figure 12).

**CONCLUSIONS**

Flight demonstration of a distortion-tolerant control system was successfully completed on the NASA ACTIVE F-15 aircraft. The predicted stall margin loss at specified flight conditions met the goal of being within 2.5 percent of predictions made using ARP 1420 analysis with research instrumentation. The stability management control downmatched the engine to accommodate the measured inlet distortion. Other issues that need to be addressed with this approach include determining if the HISTEC concept is airframe independent. Also, higher levels of distortion would be desirable to further challenge the approach.
Figure 11. Comparison of ACTIVE F-15 Inlet Total Pressure Patterns Using Research Instrumentation and DES Pressure Measurements
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